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Hat Decoration 101:
Using Headwear to Spotlight Your Brand

 
 

      Hats started as a strictly functional use, but they now reign as one of the top choices for branded merchandise.

They are simple a way for customers to show their loyalty to your brand, but with new and evolving decoration

methods and placements, they are also a way for you to show your brands innovative and creative side. Sure, you

can add a standard embroidered logo on the front center of your cap, but there is so much more you can do. Here

are some of the decoration methods and trends that can help you spotlight your brand in a new and creative way.

Pu� Embroidery

Pu� embroidery, or 3-D embroidery, is an increasingly popular decoration method. It allows your logo to actually

"pop" out. Mixing 3-D and standard embroidery allows you to emphasize logos, but also showcase your tag line. It is

created by sewing over a piece of foam ranging in thickness from 2mm to 6mm.
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 Patches and Appliques

There are an array of di�erent applications and styles of patches/appliques that can be utilized for headwear. They

can be embroidered and woven or sublimated and screen printed. Patches can even be made of leather and etched

or debossed. They give hats a high end retail feel and stand the test of time. Patches are typically heat pressed or

sewn on the hat. Appliqué's utilize a piece of fabric that typically is stitched down to add texture, dimension, and

pattern.

 

 Chenille

They create this look with chenille material that is held down with embroidered stitches. The chenille material has a

raised and tufted design and feel. This decoration method works best with larger, bolder designs such as letters or
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numbers.

 

 Silicone Transfers

Silicone transfers are heat pressed directly on the hat and can range in thickness (simple and bold artwork tends to

be thicker, while art with small, �ne details tends to be thinner).

 

 FlexStyle Emblems

Made popular by higher end fashion brands and professional sports teams, �exible emblems made from

polyurethane, o�er one of the highest resolutions and detail of all the decoration methods.
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 Unusual Placement

Gone are the days of the standard front center placement. The headwear decoration industry has made

extraordinary strides in innovation and can wrap designs around caps, decorate on mesh, embroider brims, and

decorate the back (even closures), just to name a few of the non-standard placements/methods.

 

 Popular Styles

Traditional baseball caps are still the most popular piece of headwear, but there is an array of styles that are

popular right now. Snapback trucker caps provide broad appeal with their medium pro�les, structured build, and �at

bill. The vintage "Dad hat" is growing in popularity with its truly relaxed and unstructured design. And, performance

inspired hats are all the rage with water repellant and UV rating o�erings.
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Why We Do What We Do

 We have been working with ABGI for

2 years and they have been a great

asset to our team. They are forward

thinking and anticipate our needs.

The team has streamlined our POS

ordering, created e�ciencies, and

saved us money!

 

Rave Review from

Tracy F.,

VP, Marketing

Southern Champion LLC

 

Headwear Is Popular

69% of consumers own promotional

headwear and cap/hats rank 7th in

the most popular requested promo

items. Headwear also generates

3,400 impressions throughout its

lifetime.

 

 Source: ASIcentral.com

 

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.

Did you receive this as a forward and would like to sign up for our

newsletter and product spotlight emails?

Click here to sign up!
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